Signal Flares Inc. is a safety flare and pyrotechnic provider based in Edmonton Alberta, Canada. Signal Flares sells a wide array of aerial flare guns, revolvers, pistols, pocket launchers, flares, parachute flares, cracker shells, bang shells, blank cartridges, crack cartridges, flare adapters, cleaning kits, accessories, and fireworks packages.

The importance of being prepared is critical. The most experienced hiker, rock climber, boater or driver faces the possibility of getting lost, ill or severely disabled in an accident. How will you alert others of your misfortune?

**FLARE GUNS/REVOLVERS**

Pistols and Launchers are available for a wide variety of applications.

**SHells AND CARTRIDGES**

We provide several varieties of shells and cartridges. Each shell has its own unique visual and sound effect and can be used for wildlife control. There are several types of cartridges available: 22 calibre blanks, 15mm shells, 4 calibre crack cartridges (aluminum case) and plastic case crack cartridges, and 12 gauge shells.

**KITS AND ACCESSORIES**

An available mini adapter for adaptation of additional flares and fireworks. Olin alert marine distress kit for boaters with an average candlepower of 15000 and average burn time (each flare) 6 seconds each. Wear a Little Joe Belt Buckle with a Little Joe revolver for animal control or firing flares if lost hiking...or for displaying the nickel plated or black finish revolver.

**FIREFWORKS**

Each package contains its own unique variation of stunning multicolored visual and sound effects. Choose from sparkling white stars, colorful showers of red, blue, green or yellow stars, and silver sparkles.

info@signal-flares.com
**FLARE GUNS**

**HECKLER & KOCH SIGNAL PISTOL**

4 calibre pistol used for launching flares and crack cartridges. For use with plastic case crack cartridges, plastic case flares, 4 calibre flares and 4 calibre crack cartridges.

Catalog #5281

---

**OLIN PISTOL**

A 25mm calibre pistol used for launching flares and crack cartridges. For use with OLIN 12 gauge flares, Signal Flares Inc. plastic case crack cartridges, and Signal Flares Inc. plastic case flares.

Catalog #R932

---

**SG-67 POCKET LAUNCHER**

The SG-67 Pocket Launcher is used for launching plastic case crack cartridges, and plastic case flares.

Catalog #SG-67

---

**ROHM SIGNAL REVOLVER**

The RG-56 is a 6mm calibre revolver, used for launching flares, fireworks and wild life control. For use with howl shells, cracker shells, bang shells, comet shells and bangers, star bouquet, twin color flares, orchidee flares and 15mm signal flares.

Model #RG-56

---

**ROHM LITTLE JOE REVOLVER**

The Little Joe is a 6mm calibre revolver used for launching flares, fireworks and wildlife control. For use with howl shells, cracker shells, bang shells, comet shells and bangers, star bouquet, twin color flares, orchidee flares and 15mm signal flares.

Nickel Plated - Catalog #5610.1
Black - Catalog #5610

---

**RECORD AIR PISTOL**

Safety plunger spring, micrometer sight, anatomically formed plastic grips. Caliber: 4.5 mm.

Catalog #AP-3

---

Signal Flares Inc. does not export outside of Canada
**HOWL SHELLS**

Creates a loud howling sound with a trail of white smoke. 50 cartridges per box. Altitude approximately 90 meters. Burn time is 2-3 seconds.

Catalog #6255

**CRACKER SHELLS**

Creates a loud cracking sound with red tracer visual effect. 50 cartridges per box. Altitude approximately 90 meters. Burn time is 2-3 seconds.

Catalog #6249

**BANG SHELLS**

Projection distance before detonation is approximately 30 meters. Time lapse from firing to detonation is approximately 2 seconds. Creates a loud bang with a trail of white smoke.

50 cartridges per box.

Catalog #6250

**22 CALIBRE BLANK CARTIDGES**

For use with Rohm RG-56 revolver, and Little Joe Revolver.

100 shells per box.

Catalog #6211

**PLASTIC CASE CRACK CARTIDGES**

Projection distance before detonation is approximately 60 meters. Time lapse from firing to detonation is 3-5 seconds. Creates a loud bang sound effect. Can be launched from OLIN Pistol, Heckler & Koch Pistol and Pocket Launcher.

WARNING: Plastic case crack cartridges may pre-detonate when launched, if stored or used in extreme hot or cold conditions, or are subjected to vibration.

6 cartridges per package.

Catalog #5273.1

**4 CALIBRE CRACK CARTIDGES**

Aluminum case. Projection distance before detonation is approximately 100 meters. Time lapse from firing to detonation is 5 - 7 seconds. Creates a loud bang sound effect. For use in Heckler & Koch Pistol (5281).

10 cartridges per box.

Catalog #6330

Signal Flares Inc. does not export outside of Canada
**FLARES**

### 4 CALIBRE GREEN FLARES

Plastic case. Burning time: 5 - 7 seconds. Altitude is approximately 120 meters. Visible from a distance of approximately 4 km by day and 40 kms by night. For use in Heckler & Koch Signal Pistol (5281).

10 cartridges per box.

Catalog #6323
Sold Individually

### 4 CALIBRE RED FLARES

Plastic case. Burning time: 5 - 7 seconds. Altitude is approximately 120 meters. Visible from a distance of approximately 4 km by day and 40 kms by night. For use in Heckler & Koch Signal Pistol (5281).

10 cartridges per box.

Catalog #6322
Sold Individually

### 15MM SIGNAL FLARE

Burn Time: 3 - 4 seconds. Altitude is approximately 40 meters. Red, Green, White, and Yellow.

10 cartridges per tube.

Catalog #6247

### 15MM COMET BANGER

Burn time: 2 - 3 seconds. Altitude is approximately 40 meters. Creates a mild crackling sound with a shower of silver stars. Red, Green, White, and Yellow.

10 cartridges per tube.

Catalog #6247.5

---

Signal Flares Inc. does not export outside of Canada
**OLIN 12 GAUGE FLARE**

Burn time: 5 - 6 seconds. Altitude is approximately 80 meters. Color: Red. Visible from a distance of approximately 2 kms by day and 20 kms by night.

For use with the OLIN R931, and R932 Pistol.

Catalog #R912
Sold Individually

---

**12 GAUGE SIGNAL FLARES**

Burn time: 5 - 7 seconds Altitude is approximately 80 meters. Visible from a distance of approximately 2 km by day and 20 kms by night. Red, green and white. For use with Heckler & Koch Signal Pistol.

6 cartridges per box.

Catalog #6262

---

**PLASTIC CASE PENCIL FLARES RED**

Burning time: 6 seconds Altitude is approximately 60 meters. Red color only. Visible from a distance of approximately 2 km by day and 20 kms by night.

**WARNING:** Plastic case flares may crack if used in extreme cold, do not use under these conditions.

9 cartridges per package.

Catalog #5271.1

---

**PLASTIC CASE PENCIL FLARES MULTICOLOR**

Burning time: 6 seconds Altitude is approximately 60 meters. Red, Green, and White. Visible from a distance of approximately 2 km by day and 20 kms by night.

**WARNING:** Plastic case flares may crack if used in extreme cold, do not use under these conditions.

9 cartridges per package.

Catalog #5271.4

---

Signal Flares Inc. does not export outside of Canada
**OLIN ALERT KIT**

12 gauge pistol launcher, comes with (1) bandolier, (3) 12 gauge red aerial flares, (1) 12 gauge white non-distress aerial flare, water resistant storage case.

Catalog #R931  
*Case Only - Catalog #R931-Case

---

**LITTLE JOE BELT BUCKLE**

Used for holding the Little Joe Revolver (sold separately).

Catalog #5610.2

---

**HECKLER & KOCH MINI ADAPTER**

Mini Adapter for use with the Heckler and Koch Signal Pistol (5281), to fire plastic case crack cartidges, and plastic case flares.

Catalog #1800-2

---

**LITTLE JOE ADAPTER**

Used with the Rohm Little Joe Revolver, and Rohm Little Joe Revolver (nickel).

For launching howl shells, cracker shells, and bang shells.

Catalog #5650

---

**OLIN ADAPTER**

For use with R52 Mini Adapter to fire Signal Flares plastic case crack cartidges and flares with the Olin R932 Pistol.

Catalog #R53

---

**OLIN MINI ADAPTER**

For use with OLIN Pistol # R932. Used for launching plastic case crack cartidges and plastic case flares.

Catalog #R52

---

Signal Flares Inc. does not export outside of Canada
FIREWORKS

SF - PACKAGE A
GRANADA CARTIDGES

Consists of:

Cracker Shell #6249, 4 pcs.
Loud crackling sound, red tracer effect;
Altitude approximately 90 meters.

Comet Shell #B-2000, 4 pcs.
Orange trail with sparkling white stars;
Altitude approximately 50 meters.

Star Bouquet Flares #6256.0, 4 pcs.
Colorful shower of green, red, blue or yellow stars;
Altitude approximately 30 meters

15mm Signal Flares #6247, 10 pcs.
Colors: red, white, green and yellow;
Altitude approximately 40 meters.

Package Item #6248

ASSORTED STAR CARTIDGES

Star Bouquet Flares 10 pcs.
Colorful shower of green, red, blue or yellow stars;
Altitude approximately 30 meters.

Catalog #6256

SF - PACKAGE C - B2000
ASSORTED SIGNAL FLARES

Consists of:

Howl Shells, 4 pcs, cat #6255, Loud howling sound with
Silver sparkle. Altitude approx. 90 meters.

Bang Shells, 4 pcs, cat #6250, Loud bang with trail of white
smoke. Altitude approx. 30 meters.

Comet Shell, 4 pcs, cat #B-2000, Orange trail with sparkling
shower of white stars. Altitude approx. 50 meters.

Star Bouquet Flares, 4 pcs, cat #6256.0, Colorful shower of
green, red, blue, or yellow stars. Altitude approx. 30 meters.

Comet Banger, 10 pcs, cat #6247.5, Mild crackling sound
with shower of silver stars. Altitude approx. 40 meters.

Twin Color Flare, 10 pcs, cat #B-2000, Two color flare.
Altitude approx. 40 meters.

Orchidee Flare, 10 pcs, cat #B-2000. Tri Color visual effect
of green, orange, and red. Altitude approx. 40 meters.

Signal Flares Inc. does not export outside of Canada
Signal Flares Inc.
3900 101 Street
Edmonton, Alberta
T6E 0A5
Canada

Phone: 780.437.3055
Fax: 780.436.5461

Website: www.signal-flares.com  Email: info@signal-flares.com

Signal Flares Inc. does not export outside of Canada. In the event of improper handling of any weapon or fireworks, Signal Flares Inc. will assume no liability what so ever, and will make no indemnification payments. The users themselves are liable for any damage or injury.